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July 8, 2020 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

Re: European Union’s REACH Substance of Very High Concern (SVHC) Candidate List 

 

The vast majority of Belden standard parts (all colors, all put ups) do not contain any of the 209 substances 

listed on the European Union’s REACH Substance of Very High Concern (SVHC) candidate list (June 2020) 

above the 0.1% allowable limit.  This statement is not intended to cover specialty items manufactured by 

Belden, only the products listed in our online catalog (https://catalog.belden.com/). 

 

The exceptions to this statement are listed below.  If you need a specific REACH statement pertaining to one 

of the called out parts below or an item not found in our online catalog, please send a request to 

sustainability@belden.com.  

 

All of the items on this list contain Dechlorane plus or its chemical equivalent (CAS # 13560-89-9) at a level 

above the 0.1% REACH threshold. These parts contain <7% Dechlorane plus or its chemical equivalent (CAS 

# 13560-89-9). 

 

8214 8732 8794 8795 9155 

9264 9355 9463 9688 9689 

9794 129463 139463 1337A 1338A 

1339A 1340A 1342A 1343A 1344A 

1401A 1634A 2190A 29520C 3072F 

3072T 3072Z 3073F 3074F 3079A 

3079E 3119A 3120A 7896A 7896T 

7900A 9463DB    

  

All of the following items contain 2-(2H-benzotriazol-2-yl)-4,6-ditertpentylphenol (UV-328) at a level above the 

0.1% REACH threshold. 

 

7805R U7Y 

 

 

 

 

In addition, the following items contain cadmium (CAS# 7440-43-9) at a level above the 0.1% REACH 

threshold. These parts contain <0.2% cadmium (CAS# 7440-43-9) in the conductor. 

 

1804A 2222 81553 8406 8413 

9399     

 

Additionally, Belden Americas Division exports only articles to the European Union.  Therefore, registration is 

not required.  Belden will continue to monitor changes to the Reach legislation and react accordingly.  Belden 

Americas Division does not anticipate any interruption in material availability due to REACH. 

 

Finally, our products do not contain any chemicals included on the REACH Restricted Substance List 

(REACH Annex XVII) which are being used in a restricted application. 

 

The information provided in this Product Disclosure, and the identification of materials listed as reportable or 

restricted within the Product Disclosure, is correct to the best of Belden's knowledge, information and belief at 

mailto:sustainability@belden.com


the date of its publication. The information provided in the Product Disclosure is designed only as a general 

guide for the safe handling, storage, and any other operation of the product itself or the one that it becomes a 

part of.  This Product Disclosure is not to be considered a warranty or quality specification.  Regulatory 

information is for guidance purposes only.  Product users are responsible for determining the applicability of 

legislation and regulations based on their individual usage of the product. 

 
 

 
Morgan Jessup 
Product Sustainability Technician 


